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Numerical modeling of radio-frequency waves in plasma with sufficiently high spatial and temporal resolution remains challenging even with modern computers. However, such simulations can be sped up using quantum computers in the future. Here, we propose how to do such modeling for cold plasma waves, in particular, for an X wave
propagating in an inhomogeneous one-dimensional plasma. The wave system is represented in the form of a vector
Schrödinger equation with a Hermitian Hamiltonian. Block-encoding is used to represent the Hamiltonian through
unitary operations that can be implemented on a quantum computer. To perform the modeling, we apply the so-called
Quantum Signal Processing algorithm and construct the corresponding circuit. Quantum simulations with this circuit
are emulated on a classical computer, and the results show agreement with traditional classical calculations. We also
discuss how our quantum circuit scales with the resolution.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Radio-frequency (RF) waves are widely used in experiments with magnetically confined fusion plasmas. At low
power, these waves can serve as a diagnostic tool1 . At high
power, they can help control fusion plasmas through RF heating2,3 and also current drive1, which is mainly done with
lower-hybrid4 and electron-cyclotron waves5 and can also
help suppress instabilities6,7 . Many of these RF techniques
are practiced on existing fusion devices8,9 , and current drive
in particular is now envisioned to play a large role for achieving steady-state operation and for suppressing instabilities in
future devices10–13 .
Many RF codes have been developed in the last decades
to facilitate these applications. However, precise simulations of certain RF processes, such as the energy deposition of waves at high-order cyclotron resonances14, mode
conversion15, and even basic electron–cyclotron waves16 often require significant computational resources that remain
beyond the reach of modern computers17,18 , especially for
three-dimensional simulations. Quantum Computing (QC)
may be a solution to this problem. In particular, fluid linear
RF problems are good candidates for the application of QC
as discussed in Ref. 19.
In this work, we consider only the circuit model of quantum computation, where information is stored in a set of nq
quantum bits called qubits20,21 . Being entangled, the qubits
create a configuration space described by a 2nq -dimensional
complex vector, and such an exponential scaling with nq can
be beneficial in large-dimensional problems. A quantum circuit consists of a sequence of so-called gates. Some of the
gates operate in parallel, and the longest path between the
input and output points of the circuit is called circuit depth,
which is roughly proportional to the runtime22. A gate that
acts on mq qubits can be represented by a 2mq × 2mq unitary matrix, while the whole quantum circuit is described by
a 2nq × 2nq unitary matrix U. This matrix is applied to an
initial state ψ (0), generating an output state ψ (t) = U ψ (0),
from which classical information is then extracted via a classical measurement. In particular, in this paper we focus on

Quantum Hamiltonian Simulations (QHS) of systems with
Hermitian Hamiltonians H that are independent of time t;
then, U = exp(−iH t).
In recent years, there has been a significant development
of QC applications to physics problems, including simulations of classical systems. Various methods have been proposed to solve the wave equation23, Poisson’s equation24,25 ,
Maxwell’s equations26,27 , and first–order linear hyperbolic
systems28 , the Navier–Stokes equation29,30 , the Boltzmann
equation31, and to simulate advection–diffusion processes32 .
It was also shown that most of quantum algorithms can
be considered as special cases of a more general algorithm
called Quantum Singular Value Transform33. This technique is based on the so-called Quantum Signal Processing
(QSP) paradigm, which was originally developed for efficient QHS34,35 . The essence of the QSP is in encoding polynomials of given matrices into sequences of rotations. In
the QHS in particular, the QSP searches for a polynomial to
approximate the exponential function of the system Hamiltonian, which is block-encoded into an auxiliary unitary. This
state-of-the-art quantum method is now extensively studied
in the QC community36–40 and holds promise as a universal numerical framework applicable to any linear Hamiltonian problem. For instance, it was recently applied to plasma
zero-dimensional kinetic simulations41.
Here, we show that QSP can be constructed efficiently
for QHS of cold-plasma waves and present a working algorithm. We implement the QSP using QuEST computing toolkit42. Specifically, we model X-wave propagation in
a one-dimensional electron plasma with an inhomogeneous
static magnetic field and inhomogeneous density. The corresponding quantum simulations are emulated on a classical
computer and show agreement with classical simulations of
the same problem. We discuss how the resulting QSP quantum circuit scales if one modifies the grid resolution, the precision of the QSP approximation and the simulated time interval.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss cold-wave dynamics within an electron-fluid model and
present its Schrödinger form. In Sec. III, we construct the
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corresponding one-dimensional model and derive the Hamiltonian that is used later in our QHS. It is also shown in
Sec. III how to encode the resulting plasma system into a
quantum circuit and how to initialize the circuit. The QSP
algorithm is explained in Sec. IV, and the block-encoding
of the wave Hamiltonian is constructed in Sec. V. The comparison of the QSP to classical simulations and the scaling
of the QSP circuit are presented in Sec. VI. Finally, the advantages and challenges of applying QSP to classical plasma
problems are discussed in Sec. VII. A reader not familiar
with the quantum computing is encouraged to read a brief
introduction into the field presented in Appendix A.

and the L cutoff at frequency


q
1
ωL =
B0 + B20 + 4n ,
2

II.

We reduce the equations 1 to a one-dimensional system of
size 2r0 . The corresponding space grid x ∈ [−r0 /κx , r0 /κx ]
has Nx points. For convenience, we define also a space grid
s via

COLD-PLASMA WAVES

We assume a cold fluid electron plasma with density n(r)
immersed into a background magnetic field B0 (r). Linear waves in such plasma can be described by the following
equations:

∂t ṽ = −ṽ × B0 − Ẽ,
∂t Ẽ = nṽ + ∇ × B̃,
∂t B̃ = −∇ × Ẽ,

(1a)
(1b)
(1c)

where ṽ is the electron fluid velocity, and Ẽ and B̃ are the
wave electric and magnetic fields, respectively.pTime is measured in units of plasma frequency ω p,0 = 4π n0e2 m−1 ,
where e is the absolute value of the electron charge, m is
the electron mass, and n0 is the maximum value of n(r). The
velocity is normalized
√ to the speed of light c, while the fields
are normalized to c 4π n0 m, and the space coordinate is nor−1
malized to κx = cω p,0
.
As shown in Ref. 19, one can also rewrite Eqs. 1 in a form
of a Schrödinger equation

∂ |ψ i
= −iH |ψ i ,
∂t

(2)

|ψ (t)i = e−iH t |ψ (0)i ,

(3)

√
where |ψ i = ( nṽ, Ẽ, B̃), and H serves as a timeindependent Hamiltonian, which is Hermitian if the system
has suitable boundary conditions (periodic or Dirichlet). The
corresponding dynamics is described by
where exp(−iH t) is a unitary operator.
R
theorem ∂t W dV +
R Equations 1 satisfy the Poynting’s
N · dS = 0, where W = n|ṽ|2 + |Ẽ|2 + |B̃|2 is the system energy density, and N = Ẽ × B̃ is the Poynting vector.
With appropriate boundary conditions (such as the Dirichlet
boundary conditions), theR integral over the surface S disappears so the total energy W dV is conserved.
The system 1 supports several waves, which are often
identified as the O and X waves43 . Below, we focus on propagation of the X wave perpendicular to B0 . This wave has
elliptic field polarization in the (x, y) plane, where the x-axis
goes along the gradients of the background field B0 and density n, and z is directed along B0 . It exhibits the so-called
upper-hybrid (UH) resonance at frequency
q
ωUH = B20 + n
(4)

(5)

where all units are normalized as specified above (we do not
consider R cutoff here43).

III.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL

A.

Field configuration

s = x/ max(x)

(6)

to have s ∈ [−1, 1]. Because we focus on X-wave propagation, it is enough for us to keep only ṽx , ṽy , Ẽx , Ẽy , and B̃z , and
we impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions
Ẽy (−r0 ) = Ẽy (r0 ) = 0,
B̃z (−r0 ) = B̃z (r0 ) = 0.

(7)
(8)

To mimic the effect of the antenna that launches the wave,
we introduce an auxiliary oscillator Q with initial amplitude
Q0 . Coupled to the magnetic field B̃z , the oscillator gradually
transfers its energy to the X wave, while the energy of the
whole system remains constant.
We seek to demonstrate wave tunneling through the L cutoff and localization of the wave energy at the UH resonance.
Therefore, the case where the L cutoff and the UH resonance appear close enough to each other is considered. The
Clemmow-Mullaly-Allis (CMA) diagram43 (Fig. 1a) shows
the corresponding wave trajectory in the parameter space
(√ωc , ω p ), where ωc = B0 is the electron frequency and ω p =
n is the plasma frequency. The X wave is excited by a
source placed at the center of the system, where the background density (represented by the plasma frequency) and
magnetic field (represented by the cyclotron frequency) are
low. Therefore, its trajectory starts at the bottom left corner
of the CMA diagram. The wave propagates in both directions. The horizontal black arrow corresponds to the wave
propagation toward the high-density cutoff–resonance pair
(HCR). The X wave is partly reflected at the cutoff, partly
tunnels through the narrow forbidden zone (gray area) beyond the cutoff (blue line), and accumulates at the UH resonance (red line), where its wavenumber ends up growing
indefinitely. This configuration is of a particular interest
since it allows to model the wave behaviour at the resonance, where high resolution of the spatial and time grids
is required.
This demonstration can be impeded by wave reflection
from the right boundary. To suppress such reflection, supplemental background profiles (Fig. 1b) are introduced, which
ensures X-wave trapping inside an additional UH resonance.
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FIG. 1: (a): CMA diagram showing ωL (x) (blue solid), ωUH (x) (red solid), and the X-wave frequency ωa (black dashed) in
the parameter space (ωc2 /ωa2 , ω p2 /ωa2 ). Here, HCR is the high-density cutoff–resonance pair; LCR is the low-density
cutoff–resonance pair; UHR is the single (without L cutoff) UH resonance. The gray area corresponds to the forbidden zone
between the L cutoff and the UH resonance. The black arrows indicate the wave propagation from s = 0 to s < 0 (horizontal
arrow) and from s = 0 to s > 0 (vertical arrow). (b): the corresponding background density n(x) (solid blue) and magnetic
field B0 (x) (red dashed). The peaks in B0 (x) and n(x) at s > 0 are added ad hoc to reduce wave reflection from the right
boundary. They guarantee the presence of the LCR pair and the UHR in (a). The parameters of the background profiles are
specified in Sec. VI. (c): ωL (solid blue), ωUH (dashed red), and ωa (dashed black).

More precisely, the additional profiles give rise to a cutoff–
resonance pair at low density (LCR) and an isolated UH resonance (UHR) as shown on the CMA diagram (Fig. 1a). Due
to the low density, the LCR pair does not have a forbidden
zone. This allows the X wave to traverse the pair without reflection and reach the UHR. Figure 1c indicates the position
of the cutoff-resonance pairs in space.
Classical simulations of this system (Figs. 2a-2b) show
that the wave behaves in the manner described above, as
desired. Specifically, the left-propagating wave reaches the
HCR pair (white dashed line), where a part of its energy is
reflected from the L cutoff, while the tunneled energy becomes localized at the corresponding UH resonance of the
HCR. The right-propagating wave propagates without reflection towards the UHR (red dashed line). By trapping the X
wave, the UHR restrains the wave propagation towards the
right boundary.

B.

Rescaled variables

√
In terms of the rescaled velocity ξ = ṽ n, our 1-D model
can be written explicitly as
p
i∂t ξx (x,t) = −iB0 (x)ξy (x,t) − i n(x)Ẽx (x,t), (9a)
p
i∂t ξy (x,t) = iB0 (x)ξx (x,t) − i n(x)Ẽy (x,t),
(9b)
p
i∂t Ẽx (x,t) = i n(x)ξx (x,t),
(9c)
p
i∂t Ẽy (x,t) = i n(x)ξy (x,t) − i∂x B̃z (x,t),
(9d)
i∂t B̃z (x 6= xq ,t) = −i∂x Ẽy (x 6= xq ,t),
(9e)
i∂t B̃z (xq ,t) = −i∂x Ẽy (xq ,t) − β Q(xq,t),
(9f)
i∂t Q(xq ,t) = −ωa Q(xq ,t) − β B̃z(xq ,t),
(9g)
Q(xq1 , 0) = Q(xq2 , 0) = Q0 ,
(9h)

where the source Q with a constant frequency ωa is coupled
to the magnetic field B̃z using an ad hoc coupling coefficient
β . The 1-D model can be rewritten in the Hamiltonian form
(Eq. 2) with

ψ = (ξx , ξy , Ẽx , Ẽy , B̃z , Q)⊺ ,

(10)

where ⊺ denotes transposition. The energy density is represented now as
Wtot = ψψ † = Wv + Web + Wq ,
2

2

Wv = |ξx | + |ξy | ,
2

2

(11b)
2

Web = |Ẽx | + |Ẽy | + |B̃z | ,
2

Wq = |Q| .
C.

(11a)
(11c)
(11d)

Discretization

The x-axis is represented by Nx = 2nx points with a step
h (Fig. 3). Equations 9 are discretized in space using the
central differencing scheme. The boundary conditions for
the velocity are
i∂ ξy,0 = iB0,0 ξx,0 ,
i∂ ξy,Nx −1 = iB0,Nx −1 ξx,Nx −1 ,

(12a)
(12b)

for the wave electric field they are
i∂t Ẽy,0 = 0,
√
i
i∂t Ẽy,1 = i n1 ξy,1 − B̃z,2 ,
2h
i
√
i∂t Ẽy,Nx −2 = i nNx −2 ξy,Nx −2 + B̃z,Nx −3 ,
2h
i∂t Ẽy,Nx −1 = 0,

(13a)
(13b)
(13c)
(13d)
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Since the source Q interacts with the wave magnetic field
only at the center of the system (Eqs. 9f-9g, Fig. 3), it
does not enter the boundary conditions. The corresponding
Hamiltonian can be expressed as
√


0 −iB0 −i n
0
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0
√
0
0
−i nε 0
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FIG. 2: Classical simulation: dynamics of kinetic energy Wv
(a) and magnetic energy Wb (b) in space and time. The input
parameters are described in Sec. VI. The white line
indicates the HCR pair; the red line indicates the UHR; the
green line indicates the LCR pair (Fig. 1a). The
left-propagating wave reaches the HCR pair, partially
reflects from it and partially tunnels to the UH resonance.
The right-propagating wave is trapped within the UHR, and
only a small part of its energy reaches the right boundary.

and for the magnetic field they are
i∂t B̃z,0 = 0,

(14a)

i
Ẽy,2 ,
2h
i
i∂t B̃z,Nx −2 = Ẽy,Nx −3 ,
2h
i∂t B̃z,Nx −1 = 0.
i∂t B̃z,1 = −

0
−r0 /κx

1

jq1

jq2

xq1
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(14b)
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0
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Here, ε = diag(0, 1, ..., 1, 0), Mh is the matrix representation
of the operator δx :


0 0 0
0 ...
0 0 − i
0 ...
2h


0 i
0 − 2hi ...


2h
...
... ...
(16)
Mh = 
.
... ...
i

... i
0
−
0


2h
2h
i
... 0
0 0
2h
... 0 0
0 0
The matrix Mβ describes the source-wave coupling


... ... ... ... ... ...
... 0 0
0 0 ...


... 0 −β 0 0 ...
Mβ = 
,
... 0 0 −β 0 ...
... 0 0
0 0 ...
... ... ... ... ... ...
while Mωa encodes the source frequency:

... ... ...
... ...
... 0 0
0 0

... 0 −ωa 0 0
Mωa = 
... 0 0 −ωa 0
... 0 0
0 0
... ... ...
... ...


...
...

...
.
...
...
...

(17)

(18)

Here, B0 is a diagonal Nx ×Nx matrix with values of the backgroundpmagnetic field on the diagonal. The matrix that encodes n(x) has the same form. The coefficients β and ωa
are placed at the diagonal elements ( jq1 , jq1 ) and ( jq2 , jq2 ) of
the matrices Mβ and Mωa . Finally, the values i/2h are shifted
by +1 and −1 with respect to the diagonal of the matrix Mh .

(14c)
(14d)

Nx − 2

Nx − 1
r0 /κx

FIG. 3: One-dimensional space grid x ∈ [−r0 /κx , r0 /κx ]
has Nx points numerated by index j, starting with j = 0.
The source Q is placed at points xq1 and xq2 that correspond
to the indices jq1 and jq2 .

D.

Quantum encoding of plasma signals

To encode our discretized system into a quantum circuit,
we map ψ on two registers: |di and | ji. The register | ji has
nx = log2 Nx qubits and stores the space dependence of every
variable. That is, | ji contains the binary representation of the
spatial-point indices in the x-grid. The register |di encodes
the variable index:
d = 0 ←→ ξx ,
d = 1 ←→ ξy ,
d = 2 ←→ Ẽx

(19a)
(19b)
(19c)
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FIG. 4: An example of the quantum-state initialization in a
system with nx = 4, where the source Q, which is stored in
|5id ≡ |101id , is placed at x points with jq = 10 and 11.
etc. Since we have six independent fields in ψ , the register
|di must have at least three qubits. Then,

ψ = Ad, j |di | ji ≡ Ad, j |d2 d1 d0 id | jnx −1 ... j2 j1 j0 i j ,

(20)

where dk and jk take values of 0 or 1; Ad, j stores the amplitude of the variable with the index d at x j . For instance, the
value of B̃z (x = x5 ) is stored in Ad=4, j=5 , which is the amplitude of the quantum state |100id |0...0101i j . We assume
that the rightmost qubit is the least-significant one (which
is responsible for the parity), which is the bottom qubit in
the quantum circuit. At the same time, once qubits are represented by a classical column vector, the amplitude of the
least-significant qubit is stored in the first two top elements
of the column vector as shown in Eq. A2.
E.

Initialization

The source Q is initialized at two spatial points with indices jq and ( jq + 1) such that jq is even and close to Nx /2,
i.e., at the center of the system. There, the plasma density is
low, so the X-wave wavenumber is kx = ωa /c. To guaran√
tee the state normalization hψ |ψ i = 1.0, we set Q0 = 1/ 2
(Eq. 9h). To prepare this initial state, one sets |0i j and
|5id . Then, a Hadamard gate (Eq. A9) is placed at the leastsignificant qubit of the register | ji. Apart from that, every
qubit that must have a value 1 according to the bit representation of the integer jq , is inverted by a Pauli X gate (Eq. A7).
An example of the initialization circuit for nx = 4 is shown
in Fig. 4. The proper initialization is confirmed by the comparison of the source time evolution from classical and QC
modeling shown in Figs. 16a and 16c. If one wants to initialize a source with various amplitudes at different spatial
points, one can use one or several rotation gates Ry (Eq. 34)
instead of the Hadamard gate. The number of gates in the
initialization circuit is proportional to nx .
IV.
A.

QUANTUM SIGNAL PROCESSING FRAMEWORK
QSP basics

Quantum Signal Processing (QSP)34,35,44 is an algorithm
for constructing a polynomial f (A) of a given matrix A. In

H

...

H

...

Φ0

Φ1

...

Rz (φ2Nφ )
ΦQ−1

H
H

...

FIG. 5: General QSP circuit (Eq. 22). The subcircuit for
each Φ j (φ2 j+1 , φ2 j ) is shown in Fig. 6. The rotation gate Rz
is defined in Eq. 23. The ancillae |ai , |qi , |bi are initialized
in the zero state, while the register |si stores the initial
conditions. The Hadamard gates H prepare the necessary
superposition state |+i (Eq. A9) for the ancillae |qi and |bi.
If all ancillae are output in the zero state, then the register
|si contains the QSP approximation of exp(−iH t) |ψ (0)is
for the given t and error εqsp .
the case of Hamiltonian simulations, QSP is used for approximating the propagator with a given absolute error, as
f (H ) ≈ exp(−iH t)+O(εqsp ), and encodes the polynomial
into a quantum circuit as


f (H ) .
.
(21)
Uqsp =
.
.
Here, the unitary matrix Uqsp depends on (2Nφ + 1) real parameters φ j , henceforth called phases, and is represented by
a set of rotations34,37 (Fig. 5):
Uqsp = Rz,b (φ2Nφ ) ΦNφ −1 (φ2Nφ −1 , φ2Nφ −2 ) ... Φ0 (φ1 , φ0 ).
(22)
Unlike in graphical representations of quantum circuits, the
rightmost operator Φ0 is applied first, and the leftmost operator Rz,b is applied last. The latter is the Pauli rotation gate:


0
exp(−iφ /2)
Rz (φ ) =
,
(23)
0
exp(iφ /2)
which acts on the ancilla qubit |bi.
The operator
Φ j (φ2 j+1 , φ2 j ) is described in Fig. 6. It consists of alternating rotation gates Rz (Eq. 23) and an operator W (Eq. 31),
which encodes the Hamiltonian (Sec. IV C). The copies of
W create higher powers of H , which are used to construct
the polynomial f (H ), while the rotations Rz generate the
appropriate coefficients in f (H )34,35 .
An initial state ψ (0) is stored in the input register |si (in
our case, the combination of registers |di and | ji), and the
ancillae |bi, |qi and |ai are initialized in the zero state. Then,
QHS is implemented via application of the unitary Uqsp to the
system state vector. Because the propagator is encoded as the
upper-left block of Uqsp , the desired state exp(−iH t)ψ (0) is
yielded as the output in the register |si when all the ancillae
are measured in the zero state.
The phases are chosen depending on the simulation time
and error tolerance εqsp , and are calculated on a classical
computer using known algorithms. The corresponding details can be found in Refs. 37–39. The codes for the calculation of the phases are presented in Refs. 45 and 46. In our
work, we use the code described in Ref. 37 and presented in
Ref. 45.
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FIG. 6: Quantum circuit of each operator Φ j (φ2 j+1 , φ2 j ) that enters Eq. 22.
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FIG. 7: Quantum circuit of the operator W (Eq. 31). The
controlled unitary UH (Eq. 24) and its complex-conjugate
UH† form the extended operator UH′ (Eq. 30). The left Pauli
X gate implements the operator S (Eq. 29). The subcircuit
within the blue box implements the reflector UR (Eq. 32).
B.

Block-encoding

The operator W (Fig. 7) contains some oracle UH , which
is the mapping of the Hamiltonian H on a unitary matrix.
In this work, circuit representation of any function or mapping is called oracle. Generally, Hamiltonian is a non-unitary
matrix, it cannot be directly described by a quantum circuit,
which can contain only unitary gates. Therefore, to operate
with H in the QSP circuit, one has to encode H within
a unitary matrix. The corresponding mapping H → UH is
called block-encoding. This transformation can be done by
extending Hilbert space such that the matrix H becomes a
sub-block of the unitary UH :
H 
.
UH = ς M
(24)
. .
where the original matrix H must be normalized to its norm
q
(25)
M ≡ ||H ||max = max ∑ |Hi j |2 ,
i

j

and to its sparsity ς (a maximum number of nonzero elements in every row and column). The extension of the space
is achieved by using the ancilla register |ai. The blockencoding as shown in Eq. 24 indicates that the normalized
Hamiltonian can be extracted from UH when the ancillae
have zero input and output states:
hk|s h0|a UH |0ia | jis =

H jk
.
ςM

Qubitization

H

(26)

Here, the row index j is encoded as an input in the register
|si, and the column index k is an output in the same register
after the block-encoding operation. Efficiency of the QSP
technique is usually estimated in a number of queries to the
oracle UH . The block-encoding of our wave Hamiltonian
(Eq. 15) is discussed in Section V.

The purpose of the QSP is to build the desired polynomial
f (H ). Because UH is linear in H , multiple applications of
UH are required, where the block-encoding matrix acts as:
p
UH |0ia |λ is = λ |0ia |λ is + 1 − λ 2 |⊥ia,s .
(27)

Here, λ , |λ i are the eigenvalue and eigenvector of H , respectively; the state |⊥ia,s is created by the undefined part
of UH marked with dots in Eq. 24. To build higher powers of H , we need to stay within the space spanned by
(|0ia |λ is ,UH |0ia |λ is ). The problem is that in general, this
space is not invariant under the action of UH . Every next
application of UH adds additional perpendicular vectors that
are different from the original |⊥ia,s . To overcome this issue, one can decompose (qubitize)35 the entire
LHilbert space
into two-dimensional orthogonal subspaces, λ Pλ , where
each subspace Pλ corresponds to a particular |λ i of H . After that, one replaces UH by a new operator W that performs
rotation in each of these disjoint subspaces. As a result, the
operator W block-encodes H and by acting in an invariant
space Pλ = (|0ia |λ is ,W |0ia |λ is ) for each |λ i can produce necessary moments of H to construct the polynomial
f (H ).
According to Lemma 10 from Ref. 35, W can always be
constructed using the following procedure. First of all, one
extends again Hilbert space with an ancilla |qi initialized in
the superposition state |+i (Eq. A9):
|0ia → |+iq |0ia .

(28)

Then, one applies an X gate (Eq. A7) to the ancilla |qi:
S = Xq ⊗ Ia,s

(29)

and uses two copies of controlled UH :
UH′ = |0iq h0|q ⊗ UH + |1iq h1|q ⊗ UH† ,

(30)

Combining the above operators, one constructs
W = (UR ⊗ Is) SUH′ ,

(31)

where the so-called reflector UR :
UR = 2 |+iq |0ia h0|a h+|q − Iq,a

(32)

keeps unchanged the zero-ancilla state and inverts the sign
of the perpendicular state. Here, Iy is the unit operator that
acts on an ancilla |yi. The corresponding circuit is shown
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ad,0
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H

H
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d2
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FIG. 8: General circuit of the oracle OF . Its components
are shown in Fig. 9. According to Table I, the block Ẽx does
not modify ancillae a j |ad i.

d1

d0

nx

j

in Fig. 7. As it is proven in Lemma 8 and Lemma 10 from
Ref. 35, the above construction guarantees that the matrix
form of the operator W is represented by the following direct
sum:
√


2
M
λ
−
1
−
λ
√
W=
,
(33)
1−λ2
λ

a j,0

H

nx

jQ

jQ

H

ad,1
ad,0

H

H

d2
d1
nx

j

General algorithm

j

ad,2

d0

A.

d0

0
-1

Ẽy

which ensures the invariance of each subspace Pλ under the
action of W .

BLOCK-ENCODING OF THE WAVE HAMILTONIAN

0
-1

a j,1

λ

V.

H

d2

0
-1

0
-1

0
-1

1
-2

-2

B̃z
a j,1
a j,0

To encode the wave Hamiltonian (Eq. 15), we apply the
state-preparation technique35. The standard procedure is described in Appendix B. In this algorithm, one finds positions
of all nonzero elements within H and then encodes values
of these elements into the amplitudes of quantum states. First
of all, for each row of H one stores the column indices of
nonzero matrix elements in an ancilla register. Being an integer, each index is encoded as a quantum state represented
by a bit-string of qubits. After that, knowing the column
and row indices, one finds the values of the corresponding
nonzero elements. The values are encoded in the amplitudes
of the quantum states. Since any element of the rescaled
Hamiltonian H /(ς M) (Eq. 24) is less than (or equal to)
unity by the absolute value, it can be represented as cos(θ /2)
of a certain angle θ . The cosine can be generated by the rotation gate Ry (θ ):


cos(θ /2) − sin(θ /2)
Ry (θ ) =
sin(θ /2) cos(θ /2)

(34)

H

H

ad,2
ad,1

H

ad,0
d2
d1
d0
j

nx

jQ

0
-1

jQ

jQ

1
-2

-2

0 −1
j

0
-1

=

j1,nx −1
j0
1 −2

j

1
-2

= j

1

-2

=

j1,nx −1
j0

acting on the zero state:
Ry (θ ) |0i = cos(θ /2) |0i + sin(θ /2) |1i .
B.

(35)

Normalization

To normalize the wave Hamiltonian (Eq. 15), we adopt:
Hqsp = βH H ,

tqsp = t/βH ,

βH =

1
dH2 M

,

(36)

FIG. 9: Sub-blocks of the OF quantum circuit shown in
Fig. 8. The circuits are constructed following the Table I.
The control block jQ is illustrated in Fig. 10. The control
nodes in the register |di encode the variable label, while the
register | ji encodes the spatial coordinate.
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TABLE I: Action of the oracle OF . An input variable is encoded into the register |di, and its space dependence is taken from
the register | ji. The operator OF returns the registers a j |ad i in the indicated output states, while the states of the registers
|di | ji remain unchanged.
Inputa
|000id | ji j
|001id |0; Nx − 1i j
|001id |[1, Nx − 2]i j
|010id | ji j
|011id |0; Nx − 1i j
|011id |1i j
|011id |[2, Nx − 3]i j
|011id |Nx − 2i j
|100id |0; Nx − 1i j
|100id |1i j
|100id [2, Nx − 3] 6= jQ
|100id jQ j
|100id |Nx − 2i j
|101id j 6= jQ j
|101id jQ j

Variable
ξx

ξy
Ẽx
Ẽy

B̃z

Q
a

Output
|00ia j |001iad + |00ia j |010iad
|00ia j |000iad
|00ia j |000iad + |00ia j |011iad
|00ia j |000iad
|00ia j |011iad
|00ia j |001iad + |10ia j |100iad
|00ia j |001iad + |01ia j |100iad + |10ia j |100iad
|00ia j |001iad + |01ia j |100iad
|00ia j |100iad
|10ia j |011iad
|01ia j |011iad + |10ia j |011iad
|01ia j |011iad + |10ia j |011iad + |00ia j |101iad
|01ia j |011iad
|00ia j |101iad
|00ia j |100iad + |00ia j |101iad

j

|0;Nx − 1i j denotes |0i j or |Nx − 1i j states; |[1,Nx − 2]i j denotes all states from |1i j up to |Nx − 2i j ; | jQ i j corresponds to the spatial position of the
source Q.

TABLE II: Action of the oracle O√H . The operator is
controlled by the indicated input registers. For various bit
arrays encoded in these registers, it returns the indicated
output amplitudes on the ancilla a1 (or a2 ) as explained in
Eq. 35.
Input
|001iad |000id
|000iad |001id
|010iad |000id
|011iad |001id
|000iad |010id
|001iad |011id
|01ia j
|10ia j
|101iad |100id
|100iad |101id
|101iad |101id

Output amplitude
p
βH B0
q
1/2
βH n0
p
βH /(2h)

p
βH β
p
βH ωa

1
q
.
2
dH2 ωUH,max
+ 2h12 + β 2 + ωa2

Input
|000iad |001id
|000iad |010id
|001iad |011id
|01ia j
|001iad |000id
|010iad |000id
|011iad |001id
|10ia j
|101iad |100id
|100iad |101id
|101iad |101id

Output multiplier
i

−i

−1

j3

or more explicitly

βH =

TABLE III: Action of the oracle OS,a1 . For a given
indicated state, the operator outputs the corresponding
coefficient that is multiplied by the value returned by the
oracle O√H,a1 .

j

(37)

Here, Hqsp is the rescaled Hamiltonian, tqsp is the time
interval to be simulated by the QSP circuit, ωUH,max =
q

B20,max + nmax , and nmax and B0,max are the maximum values of the background density and magnetic field, respectively. In our case, dH2 = 4, which is close to the sparsity
ς = 3 of our wave Hamiltonian (Eq. 15), as it should be
according to Eq. 24. By sparsity, we mean the number of
nonzero elements in a matrix row maximized over the row

nx

jQ

=

j2
j1
j0

FIG. 10: Circuit of the control block jQ in a system with
nx = 4, where the source Q is placed at spatial points with
indices jq,1 = 8 and jq,2 = 9.

index. If ς > 1, then during the block-encoding one needs to
encode positions of several nonzero elements knowing only
a single row index. This means that a superposition of several quantum states (where the column indices of the nonzero
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j

j
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j

FIG. 11: Quantum circuit of the oracle O√H,a1 . Every box j indicates the conditional dependence on the register | ji. Here,
q
p
1/2
the conditional-rotation gate R(B) is used to obtain the profile βH B0, j ; R(n) encodes the profile βH n j ; R(g) encodes a
p
constant βH /(2h) with different superpositions for bulk and boundary x-points. In our model, the conditional-rotation
gates are represented by multi-qubit matrices. The circuit is built according to Table II.
factor −i

factor i
a1

Rz (3π )

Rz (3π )

Rz (3π )

Rz (3π )

R z (π )

R z (π )

factor −1

R z (π )

R z (π )
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a j,0
ad,2
ad,1
ad,0
d2
d1
d0
jQ

j

FIG. 12: Quantum circuit of the oracle OS,a1 . The circuit is constructed according to Table III. Each colored box multiplies
the amplitude stored in |a1 i by the factor specified in the figure (i, −i, −1). The rotation gate Rz acts as shown in Eq. 23.
a j,1

j3

a j,0
ad
d
j

j

3

4

A

=

3

j2
j1
j0

S

X

A
j3

FIG. 13: Quantum circuit of the oracle OM . The subtractor
S and the adder A are shown in Fig. 14. The oracle converts
the relative positions stored in the register a j into the
corresponding absolute positions and stores them in the
register | ji. Then, the circuit swaps (Fig. 19) the registers
|di and |ad i.

FIG. 14: Quantum circuits of the adder and of the
subtractor by 1 for the case with four qubits.

elements are encoded) has to be created from a single input
state (where the row index is encoded). This can be done
by applying the Hadamard gate (Eq. A8), and one needs at
least nH = 2 Hadamard gates to produce the superposition
of ς = 3 states. However, the amplitude of each state in the
resulting superposition has an additional multiplier 1/2nH /2 .
Then, according to Eq. 35 and 42, we encode the square root

of the absolute value of the matrix element v as
s
|v|
1
=
(38)
cos(θ /2),
dH2 M 2nH /2
p
where cos(θ /2) = |v|/M ≤ 1, and therefore, dH = 2nH /2 .
Note that larger tqsp requires calculation of a higher number of QSP phases, which can be challenging. Instead of

j

4

S

=

j2
j1
j0

X
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doing that, we represent the QSP circuit with nt sequential
copies of a shorter circuit constructed for the time interval
tqsp /nt . In this case, performing simulations on a digital emulator, one can also analyse intermediate quantum states.
C.

Ancilla registers

To implement the state-preparation method (Appendix B),
we introduce several ancilla registers (Fig. 8) to store positions of matrix nonzero elements. The register |ad i is responsible for the location of sub-blocks such as Mh or Mβ in
Eq. 15. Given a variable index |di (Eq. 20), the register |ad i
stores the absolute column indices of all sub-blocks that contain nonzero elements. The maximum number of sub-blocks
in a row (including zero sub-blocks) coincides with the number of variables in our plasma system. Thus, the size of |ad i
is the same as that of the register |di.
Then, we describe the location of nonzero elements within
each sub-block. The ancilla register a j is introduced for
this purpose. To decrease the total number of ancillae, this
register stores not an absolute column index but the relative
position of a nonzero element with respect to the sub-block
diagonal:
|00ia j → ic = ir ,

|01ia j → ic = ir − 1,
|10ia j → ic = ir + 1,

(39)
(40)
(41)

where ir is the row index, which is the index of a given point
on x-grid of a variable. The row index is stored in the register | ji (Eq. 20). The integer ic is the column index of the
nonzero value within the sub-block |ad i. For instance, |00ia j
means that a nonzero element lies on the local diagonal of the
sub-block. One should note that the size of the register a j
does not depend on Nx , which is not the case in the standard
technique (Appendix B). This feature allows us to increase
Nx without increasing the number of ancillae. The size of
a j increases, however, with the discretization order and it
may also depend on the boundary conditions.
Finally, two more single-qubit ancilla registers |a1 i and
|a2 i are introduced. The rotation gates Ry (θ ) act on these
qubits to store the nonzero elements of the Hamiltonian
(Eq. 35). A thinner space grid has a smaller difference between neighboring Hamiltonian elements, and as a result, requires that the rotation angle θ be calculated with a higher
precision.
D.

Block-encoding operator

Now, when we have introduced all necessary ancillae and
know how they store the structure of H , we can represent
the block-encoding as a product of several operators:
UH = O†F O†√H,a OM OS,a1 O√H,a1 OF ,

(42)

2

where every operator is responsible for a particular part
of the block-encoding procedure. The oracle OF (Table I,

Figs. 8-9 and Fig. 10) defines the location of nonzero elements for a given variable index stored in |di and for a local
row index saved in | ji. This oracle writes the column indices of sub-blocks with nonzero elements into the register
|ad i and local relative positions of these nonzero elements
into the register a j . To construct the quantum circuit of
the oracle OF , we consider it as a sequence of sub-circuits
for different variables (Fig. 8). Every sub-circuit corresponds to one block from Table I. If one assumes that multicontrolled gates are physically realizable, then the depth of
the OF circuit does not change with the system size Nx . However, whether it will be possible to efficiently connect nonneighboring qubits in future quantum computers is yet to be
seen.
According to Eq. 15, several rows of the Hamiltonian have
only zero elements. In this case, to simplify the construction of the oracle OF , we output the column index equal to
the row index, as one can see, for instance, for the input
|101id | j 6= jQ i j (in the block Q) in Table I. The presence
of these diagonal elements does not affect the action of the
oracles O√H and OS .
The oracle O√H (Table II, Fig. 11) reads the row and
column indices and provides the square root of the absolute value of the corresponding nonzero element. It acts on
the ancilla |a1 i or ancilla |a2 i. The oracle OS,a1 (Table III,
Fig. 12) describes whether an element is imaginary or real,
as well as whether it is positive or negative.
To create the O√H quantum circuit, we use gates that perform rotations Ry (θ j ) conditioned on the register j. Every
combination of qubits in | ji corresponds to a particular angle θ j expressing the space dependence of a given field on
x. For instance, to obtain the profile of the background
magp
netic field, one can use angles θ j = 2 arccos βH B0, j . For
convenience, we denote the corresponding conditional gate
as R(B) in our quantum circuit (Fig. 11).
The conditional-rotation gates must be expressed via arithmetic functions with a set of additional qubits to store the
angles θ j . In our work, every conditional gate is coded as
a multi-qubit gate with inner sub-blocks as in Eq. 34 on the
main diagonal. Every sub-block corresponds to one θ j for a
particular j. The circuit depth of O√H may strongly depend
on how efficient the implementation of the conditional gates
is for given profiles and how they depend on the system size
Nx . However, the general tendency is that the depth of quantum arithmetic circuits scales as O(poly(nx )) (Refs. 23 and
47).
In the standard state-preparation algorithm, ancilla registers store the absolute column indices (Eqs. B4-B5). As a
result, the index exchange between the ancilla and input registers can be implemented by a simple swap operator. In our
case, the register a j works with relative indices. Because
of that, we need to implement the mapping between the absolute and relative indices during the index exchange. This is
provided by the oracle OM (Fig. 13) by using a subtractor and
an adder by 1, which are depicted in Fig. 14. After the application of the oracle OM , the register | ji encodes the absolute
column indices of nonzero elements within a sub-block, and
the register |di contains sub-block column indices. On the
other hand, the ancilla register |ad i encodes now a variable
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index, while the register a j remains unchanged. The depth
of the circuit OM is proportional to log2 (Nx ) because of the
adder and subtractor.
To sum up, taking the row index as an input in |di | ji and
the ancillae initialized in the zero state, the resulting oracle UH outputs column indices encoded in |di | ji as states
with amplitudes equal to the corresponding Hamiltonian elements when all ancillae registers are returned in the zero
state (Eq. 26).

VI.
A.

SIMULATION RESULTS
Comparison of classical and quantum simulations

We implement QHS using the circuit described above on
a classical emulator of a quantum computer using QuEST
toolkit42 . Unlike in an actual quantum simulation, this gives
us access to the whole output space at all moments of time.
The results presented below are directly extracted from ψ
(Eq. 20) without performing, or emulating, quantum measurements. Then, we compare our results with those of
classical simulations, which have been obtained by directly
solving Eqs. 9 using the central finite difference scheme for
both space and time. As a reminder, the normalized background profiles are shown in Fig. 1b. The size of the system is r0 [cm] = 20 with Nx = 1024 (nx = 10) spatial points.
The simulation time is t f [ω p−1 ] = 300.5, which is split into
nt = 1200 time steps with duration τ [ω p−1 ] = 0.2504. The
corresponding Courant number is 0.76. The maximum background density is n0 [cm−3 ] = 2 × 1013 , while the peak of
the fictitious density profile is n0, f [cm−3 ] = 1012. The background magnetic field at the center is B0 [G] = 103, and the
auxiliary magnetic peak at s = 0.4 has B0, f [G] = 7 × 103 .
The source-field coupling coefficient is β = 0.1, and Q oscillates with the frequency ωa [ω p ] = 0.38. The corresponding
wavenumber is kx r0 = 64.56.
With these plasma parameters, the normalization of the
Hamiltonian (Eq. 37) becomes βH = 0.102. Therefore, the
QSP time step is τqsp = τ /βH = 2.455 with the resulting time
interval tqsp = nt τqsp = 2946 to simulate. The QSP error is
εqsp = 10−6 . As seen from Fig. 15a, such εqsp corresponds to
∼ 10−4 error in the energy conservation. For this QSP error,
the number of QSP angles is equal to 25 for the time interval
τqsp .
According to Ref. 35, the query complexity (number of
copies of the oracle UH ) of the QSP circuit is O(tqsp +
log2 (1/εqsp )). The asymptotic dependence is confirmed by
our direct computation (Figs. 17a, 17b). There, the total
number of queries is calculated as twice the number of the
QSP phases, because each phase corresponds to two calls
to the block-encoding oracle UH (Figs. 6 and 7). The number of the phases is found using the code from Ref. 45. We
should remark here that in our particular case, where the
whole QSP circuit is split into nt subcircuits, the scaling is
O(nt τqsp + nt log2 (1/εqsp )).
We compare the time evolution of the energy components
(Eqs. 11b-11d) integrated in space. Figure 15b shows that

both the classical and quantum simulations produce the same
time histories of various energy components (Eqs. 11b-11d).
When the wave reaches the HCR pair (at t ≈ 100, according
to Fig. 2b), the field energy converts partly into the kinetic
plasma energy. Figures 16b-16d show that the kinetic (field)
energy has a similar spatial distribution in both the simulations, and the X wave accumulates in the UH resonance of
the HCR pair. The wave also passes the LCR pair practically
without interaction and deposits its energy at the UHR, as
anticipated.
B.

Oracle scaling

Assuming that multi-qubit controlled gates are realizable,
the depths of the oracles OF (Fig. 8) and OS (Fig. 12) are
independent of nx = log2 Nx . However, these depths can
change if the discretization order is increased or if the source
Q is distributed over multiple grid points. The depth of the
oracle OM increases linearly with nx due to the adder and
subtractor (Fig. 14).
The oracle OH (Fig. 11) depends on nx due to the
conditional-rotation gates. Similar gates are considered
in Ref. 40 (see supplemental materials there), where they
are called multiplexed unitaries. These gates can be implemented via arithmetic functions that usually scale as
O(poly(nx )). For instance, as shown in Ref. 23, the depth of
a general adder with one of the summands predefined scales
as O(nx ), and the subtractor depth scales as O(nx ) + 2nx .
In general, there is a trade between the number of ancillae
used to store intermediate data and the depth of the resulting
circuit. In our case, a conditional-rotation gate must implement a smooth function that depends on the space variable
x encoded inside the register | ji. As explained in Ref. 47, a
polynomial of order D can be evaluated by using the Horner
scheme. A given polynomial yD with coefficients ai can be
obtained by D subsequent iterations:
y1 = aD x + aD−1,
y2 = y1 x + aD−2,
...
yD = yD−1 x + a0 .
The total number of gates necessary to implement the whole
polynomial scales as O(Dn2x ).
C.

Quantum measurements

In an actual quantum simulation, the output vector cannot
be accessed directly. One can measure only the expectation
value of a given operator on the output state. How to do this
for potentially practical RF simulations is a problem separate
from QSP that we discuss here, so it is left to future work.
However, here is how at least one of the quantities on interest
can be measured, namely, the wave energy within a given
spatial volume.
The field components are encoded into the quantum state
ψ as shown in Eq. 20. To compute the electric energy, one
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FIG. 15: (a): space–integrated total system energy for different values of the QSP error εqsp . (b): comparison of the
corresponding energy components (Eqs. 11b-11d) in classical and quantum (with εqsp = 10−6) simulations. Here, CL stands
for classical simulations and QC stands for emulated quantum simulations.
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FIG. 16: Comparison of classical (solid blue curves) and emulated quantum (red dashed curves) simulations. Real (a) and
imaginary (c) components of the source Q. (b): kinetic energy Wν (Eq. 11b) at time t f as a function of s. (d): field energy Web
(Eq. 11c) at time t f as a function of s. The vertical lines show the HCR pair (blue), the LCR pair (green), the UHR (red).

needs to sum the squares of the electric components in a desired spatial interval. As an example, a case with nx = 4 is
considered in Fig. 18. The QSP algorithm outputs ψout that
encodes plasma variables if the QSP ancillae aqsp are all
in the zero state. In this example, we sum up We = Ẽx2 + Ẽy2
over the spatial points with indices j = [2, ...5]. The first
controlled Pauli X gate entangles the superposition of the
amplitudes of both Ẽx ( j ∈ [2, 3]) and Ẽy ( j ∈ [2, 3]) with the

state |1ic0 . The second X gate entangles Ẽx ( j ∈ [4, 5]) and
Ẽy ( j ∈ [4, 5]) with the state |1ic1 . The last controlled X gate
finds the conjunction (logical AND) of the above states, and
as a result, stores ∑5j=2 We (x j ) as the probability of the state
|1im .
If the qubit m has the state |1i with amplitude a, then it
takes at least O(|a|−2 ) repetitions of the whole QSP operator before the direct measurement returns |mi = |1i. How-
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FIG. 17: Dependence of the query complexity on the QSP error εqsp ∈ [10−3 , 10−4, ..., 10−10 ] (a) and on the simulation time
tqsp (b).
ψout
|0im
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|0ic0
aqsp
d2
d1
d0
j3
j2
j1
j0
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0/1

AE

QSP

FIG. 18: Schematic circuit of the measurement of the
electric energy density We summed over the spatial points
with indices j = [2, ...5], for nx = 4. The register aqsp
represents all ancillae necessary for the QSP technique. The
electric energy components are addressed using the control
nodes on |di = |2i (for Ẽx ) and |di = |3i (for Ẽy ) (Eqs. 10
and 19). The resulting state is
ψmeas = ∑5k=2 (Ẽx (xk ) |2id + Ẽy (xk ) |3id ) |ki j |1im + ... |0im
(the other registers are omitted), where the desired
information is stored in the probability amplitude of the
state |1im . The qubit |mi is measured in the computational
basis. The probability of the state |1im can be found using
AE techniques.

ever, there is a quantum Amplitude–Amplification (AA) algorithm48–50 that requires only O(|a|−1 ) iterations of the operator to measure the desired state with probability at least
max(1 − |a|2 , |a|2 ). This method is the basis of so-called
Amplitude–Estimation (AE) techniques50–53 that allow to
find the state probability with a predefined absolute error δ .
The AA is based on the Grover-like48,49 rotation RAA in the

quantum space spanned by a state of interest |Gi (|mi = |1i
in our case) and a “garbage" state |Bi (|mi = |0i) in such
a way that the amplitude of the rotated state |Gi becomes
a sinusoidal function of the number of applications nAA of
RAA : sin((2nAA + 1)θ ), where sin2 θ = |a|2 and θ ∈ [0, π /2].
In our case, every rotation includes the whole QSP operator
and its inverse.
The operator RAA has eigenvalues exp(±i2θ ). Therefore,
one can calculate the probability |a|2 from the estimation of
the angle θ by constructing a superposition of states rotated
with several nAA, and by applying a subsequent Quantum
Fourier Transform (QFT). That is the essence of the conventional AE algorithm described in Ref. 50. This method
estimates the probability |a|2 with an absolute error δ by applying M = O(1/δ ) queries (in our case, calls to the QSP)
and by using log2 (M) ancilla qubits, while classically one
would need O(1/δ 2 ) queries due to the central limit theorem. In our case, the error δ corresponds to the absolute
error of the measured space-integrated energy.
There are also state-of-the-art AE techniques51–53 with a
similar asymptotic scaling but smaller number of ancillae
and controlled gates. For instance, the algorithm proposed
in Ref. 51 also uses a set of AA operators with a various
number of rotations RAA . However, instead of the QFT, it
performs statistical post-processing of measurement results
by implementing the maximum likehood estimation of |a|2 .
The numerical implementation of the quantum measurements for classical RF systems is left to future work.

VII.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed how to apply the Quantum Signal Processing (QSP) technique to simulating cold-plasma waves
and explicitly developed a quantum algorithm for modeling one-dimensional X-wave propagation in cold electron
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plasma. We have demonstrated how to construct an oracle
to encode the wave Hamiltonian into a quantum circuit. The
number of the ancillae in this oracle does not depend on the
spatial resolution, so one can use a resolution higher than in
the case with the standard state-preparation method. Since
oracle complexity scales as O(poly(log2 Nx )), the QSP simulation can provide a near-exponential speedup in comparison to classical simulations, which scale as O(Nx ). This approach can be particularly helpful in simulations with high
spatial resolution, which is advantageous, for example, for
modeling the wave dynamics near resonances.
Our quantum simulations have been performed on a digital
emulator of the quantum circuit and have shown agreement
with the corresponding classical modeling. For emulation,
we used the QuEST numerical toolkit42 that operates with a
whole 2nq state vector in a circuit with nq qubits. For our
one-dimensional QSP simulations, the emulator have shown
efficient parallelization on GPUs. However, one might need
a more advanced emulator for higher-dimensional simulations. One of the promising approaches in this regard is the
model proposed in Ref. 54. It uses the fact that a quantum
state is mostly sparse, i.e., many elements of the state vector
are zero. If only its nonzero elements were stored (e.g. in a
form of a hash table), one could significantly reduce memory usage and the simulation runtime. Moreover, one could
model oracles with conditional rotations implemented via actual arithmetic functions with a big number of ancillae, since
the ancillae act only locally and are zeroed otherwise thus being removed from the memory. Yet, this model needs to be
extended with a GPU parallelization and the corresponding
implementation of dynamic hash tables55 .
Based on our results, we can also assess the overall utility
of the QSP technique in application to the linear problems.
Being a universal algorithm with a clear hierarchical structure, the QSP can be easily coded as a set of subsequent subroutines where only the block-encoding module needs to be
modified for different plasma problems. The QSP provides
an optimal dependence of the query complexity (the number
of calls to the oracle) on the simulation time and on the error tolerance (as was pointed out in Ref. 35). Also, the QSP
requires only two ancillae in addition to the qubits used by
the oracle. This reduces the circuit width. That said, the
QSP circuits and our oracle in particular have many multicontrolled operators, where one gate is controlled by several
nodes. Such a configuration is not directly realizable on existing quantum computers. The decomposition of these operators strongly depend on what gates are available on a chosen quantum computer, and on how the circuit is mapped on
a specific quantum processor. Both of these aspects will be
hardware-dependent, so the limitations of the QSP will become clearer when practical error-corrected quantum computers with sufficiently many qubits become available.
Taking into account the block-encoding scaling with Nx ,
the dependence of the QSP circuit on the length of the simulated time interval t, and the number of the QSP queries
needed for measurements, the final scaling of our circuit

depth is
O





poly(log2 Nx )
tqsp + log2 (1/δ ) ,
δ

(43)

where we take the absolute error δ , which appears from measurements, equal to the QSP approximation error εqsp . The
numerical coefficient in the scaling is determined by the specific implementation of the conditional rotations and of the
measurement algorithm. Studying these subjects is left to
future work.
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Appendix A: Basic notation and terminology of quantum
computing

The elementary memory cell of a quantum computer is a
qubit, whose state can be characterized by a two-dimensional
vector. In the computational basis, the basis vectors are
 
 
0
1
.
, |1i =
(A1)
|0i =
1
0
A qubit can also be in a superposition state
 
α
α |0i + β |1i =
,
β

(A2)

where α and β are the complex amplitudes of the states |0i
and |1i, respectively, such that |α |2 + |β |2 = 1. A quantum
computer typically operates with n > 1 qubits, so its quantum
state is characterized by a tensor product of the qubit states
|kn−1 i ⊗ |kn−2 i ⊗ ... |k1 i ⊗ |k0 i ,

(A3)

where ki = 0, 1 in the computational basis. For convenience,
one can organize qubits in quantum registers. A combination
of nr qubits in a register |ri can be written either as a bit–
string |knr −1 knr −2 ...k1 k0 ir , or as an integer |kir , where
k=

nr −1

∑ ki 2 i .

(A4)

i=0

Several qubits can also form superposition states:
|ψ i = ∑ αk |ki ,

(A5)

k

where |αk |2 is the probability amplitude of the state |ki, and
∑k |αk |2 = 1.
To modify a quantum state of a circuit, one applies gates,
which are unitary operators acting on ng ≥ 1 qubits and can
be represented by matrices of size 2ng × 2ng . The gates that
are used in this work are mainly the X Pauli, Hadamard H,
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|ki
| ji

α |0i + β |1i
α |0i + β |1i

| ji
|ki

θ
θ

|outi
|0it

α |0ic + β |1ic

α |0i + eiθ β |1i
eiθ α |0i + β |1i

FIG. 19: Top: SWAP gate of two qubits |ki and | ji.
Bottom: phase gates with an angle θ . If the dot is hollow,
then the phase gate acts on the zero state.
Phase P, and SWAP operators. The X gate inverses the qubit
value:


0 1
,
X=
(A6)
1 0
X(α |0i + β |1i) = β |0i + α |1i .

(A7)

The Hadamard gate creates a superposition of states:


1 1 1
(A8)
,
H=√
2 1 −1
1
H |0i = |+i = √ (|0i + |1i),
(A9)
2
1
H |1i = |−i = √ (|0i − |1i).
(A10)
2
The Phase gate modifies the phase of the state |1i, and keeps
the zero state |0i unchanged (Fig. 19):


1 0
,
P(θ ) =
(A11)
0 eiθ
P(θ )(α |0i + β |1i) = α |0i + eiθ β |1i .

A gate can be controlled by one or several other qubits (control nodes) as shown in Fig. 20. For instance, a 1-controlled
H gate can be written as
(A15)

where the Hadamard gate acts on the target qubit t only if the
control qubit c is in the state |1i.
Also note that a gate can be controlled by a whole register.
In this case, the gate is executed only if each qubit in the
register is in the |0i or |1i state, as illustrated in Fig. 21.
Appendix B: Block-encoding by state-preparation method

The block-encoding UH of a Hermitian operator H can
be constructed by applying the state-preparation algorithm35
as a product of two unitary matrices:
UH = T2† T1 ,

|ti

(B1)

nr

|ri

G

FIG. 21: Circuit containing a gate G controlled by the
register |ri. The register has nr qubits. The gate G modifies
the target qubit |ti only if all nr qubits of the register |ri are
in the state |1i.
where
T1 = ∑ ψ j h0|a h j|s ,

(B2)

T2 = ∑ |χk i h0|a hk|s .

(B3)

j

k

Each Ti involves the sum of states |ψ i and |χ i defined as

ψj =

|pia3
√ Hjp
ς
p∈Fj

| χk i =

|kia3
√ Hkp
ς
p∈Fk

(A12)

The SWAP gate exchanges the qubit values (Fig. 19):


1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
,
SWAP = 
(A13)
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
SWAP |k ji = | jki .
(A14)

CH = |0i h0|c ⊗ It + |1i h1|c ⊗ Ht ,

FIG. 20: CNOT gate, or controlled X gate. The 1-controlled
gate takes action only if the control qubit is in the state |1i:
|outi = α |0it |0ic + β |1it |1ic . A 0-controlled (in this case,
the dot is hollow) gate takes action only if the control node
is in the state |0i. Here, the black dot is called 1-control
node. If the dot is hollow, it is called 0-control node.

∑

∑

|0ia2 | jis ,

(B4)

|0ia1 |pis ,

(B5)

a1

a2

where
r

r
|H jk |
|H jk |
H jk a =
|0ia + 1 −
|1ia . (B6)
M
M
Using the oracle OF (Eq. 42), one finds a set of column indices Fj of all nonzero elements on the row j. The operator
T1 reads the row index j and saves the corresponding column
indices to the ancilla register |a3 i. After that, it rotates the ancilla qubit |a1 i, so the necessary matrix element (its square
root) becomes the amplitude of the zero state |0ia1 (Eq. B6).
This is implemented by the oracle O√H in Eq. 42. The operator T2 rotates the ancilla qubit |a2 i in a similar way by taking
a row index from the ancilla register |a3 i and column indices
from the register |si. Since the encoding of the row and column indices in the registers a3 and s in |χk i is swapped in
comparison with the state ψ j , we introduce the oracle OM ,
which performs the corresponding index swapping in Eq. 42.
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